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  João Catalão Fernandes, FCUL
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  Chairman: Sten Bergstrand, SP
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Common-clock experiments with GNSS-based distance meters  
*Julia Leute, Thomas Krawinkel, Andreas Bauchand Steffen Schön,* PTB, University of Hanover

Uncertainties of GNSS baselines related to ITRF  
*D. Tengen, C. Homann, W. Niemeier,* Technical University of Braunschweig

The INRIM experimental set-up to characterize the effect of the turbulence  
*M. Zucco, M. Astrua,* INRIM

A GPS–based local tie vector at the Onsala Space Observatory  
*Tong Ning, Rüdiger Haas, Gunnar Eigered,* Chalmers University of Technology

Elevation dependent deformation of the Onsala 20 m telescope  
*S. Bergstrand,* SP

High accuracy laser ranging and amplitude-to-phase coupling  
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